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NATIONAL PRESIDENT’S INVITATION
®

Daughters from around the world are invited to attend our National Convention,
Triennial 2018, at "Mission" Renaissance, the Renaissance at the Arboretum.
Texas is home to a Mission Trail consisting of five missions in San Antonio dating back to the 1700s.
Visiting these missions now, you see buildings and think of the people living in the community of these
missions, following a daily routine of prayer and work. However, “mission” was originally conceived as
an act of evangelism, a movement to spread the faith. The Daughters of the King will live out both these
definitions of “mission” as we gather in community for our Triennial meeting next year.
From June 20-24, 2018, the mission trail of San Antonio will extend northeast to Austin, Texas, as
Renaissance Austin becomes “Mission” Renaissance, the building in which we will pray and work. Our
daily routine will be one of prayers and worship, music and song and fellowship interwoven with the work
of learning from speakers and in workshops and conducting the business of The Order. Our speakers, the
Reverend Canon Stephanie Spellers and Canon Carrie Boren Headington, will share with us ways to
spread our faith, so at the end of Triennial we can be commissioned to go out as evangelists.
As the
 National Council makes plans to welcome you at “Mission” Renaissance, please make your plans
to join us and together we will Walk HIS Way!
For His Sake, Susan O’Brien
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Triennial CHAIR’S INVITATION
“Beautiful are the feet of those who bring good news! ” Romans 10:15
The Holy Spirit laid the above scripture on my heart after Triennial 2015 as I observed the variety
of shoes worn by Daughters! Jesus sandals, red patent-leather pumps, cowboy boots, tennis shoes
plus countless other styles! I was struck by the beauty and individuality of each shoe. So it is with
us as Daughters! Together, we vow to pray, serve and evangelize, yet we fulfill our vows with our
own individuality and uniqueness. No matter what shoes you wear, come to Austin next summer and
Walk HIS Way! We will explore the many facets of evangelism and the abundant ways to spread
the Good News. Plan for a Spirit-filled time of refreshment, renewal and revival.

Mark your calendars to be with us June 20-24, 2018 at the
Renaissance at the Arboretum in Austin, Texas,
and let’s make our feet even more beautiful!
For His Sake,
Chesley Vohden, Triennial Queen

